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The Minister of the Russian Federation
for Civil Defense, Emergencies and
Elimination of Consequences
of Natural Disasters

V.A.Puchkov from March 31,2015

REGULATIONS

the International competition for the cup <<Friendship>
and the prize <<Golden assault ladden>
in the frameworks of the VIII International Salon
<<Integrated Safety and Security-20l5>

1. Goals and objectives of the competition
The Intemational competition for the Cup <Friendship> and the ptize <<Golden
Safety and
assault ladden in the frameworks of the VIII Intemational Salon <Integrated
Security-20l5) (further - Competitions) is aimed at:
fire
- international sports cooperation and strengthening friendly relations between
and rescue services in different countries;
- promotion of professionalism and high sports achievements of the firefighters
and rescuers during the events of the International Salon;
- developmelnt and popularization of the profession of firefighters and rescuers;
- improvement of prof.rtional and sportsmanship of workers in ftre and rescue
services;

pment of the fire and rescue sport among women
popularization and
teams and their participation intemational conipetitions'
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2.

Organization of the competitions

The competitions held under the aegis of the International Sport Federation of
Firefighters and Rescuers.
The Federal Governmental Institution "Central Sports Club of the Ministry of the
Russian Federation for Civil Defense, Emergencies and Elimination of Consequences of
Nafural Disasters" performs general management and organization of the competitions
(further - FG.I CSC of EMERCOM of the Russian Federation).
The Main Department of the Ministry of Emergency Situations of the Russian
Federation in Mosco* .urry out the direct organization and holding of the competitions
(preparation of the competition places, transfer of the participants from the airport to the
hotel and back, medical service, sound accompaniment, catering services and accommodation, visit the exhibition expositions and involvement in program activities of the International Salon, publicity in the mass media, etc.).
The competitions are held in the sports discipline <Climbing on an assault ladder>
in accordance with the Rules of the competitions in Fire and Rescue Sport (FireApplied) and the Regulations of the intemational competitions in Fire and Rescue Sport
of2015.
3. Timelines and venue of the competitions
The competitions are held from 18 to 20 May 2Ol5 in Moscow (the Russian Federation) at the All-Russian Exhibition Center (Prospect Mira, 119)'

4. Participants and conditions of admission
In the competitions there will take part the sports teams of the member-countries

of the International Spon Federation of Firefighters and Rescuers (no more than2 men's
eduteams and 2 women'^s teams), and also the teams of Moscow, Moscow region, the
of the
cational institutions of Higher Education of the Ministry of Emergency Situations
Russian Federation and other organizations, that received the official invitation.
The composition of sporti delegation: head of delegation - 1, representative of
5, sports womteam - 1, docto t - l, coach (men and women) - 2, sports men's team en's team

-

5.

The composition of the national sports teams of the organizations of

(men and
the EMERCOM of the Russian Federation: representative of team - 1, coach
women) -2, sports men's team - 5, sports women's team - 5'
years'
The structure of the women's team may include athletes of the age of 14
The age is determined by year of birth.
The participants of-tn. competitions should submit to the credentials committee
competitions
the requesiand passpon (or ident card). The athletes are not allowed for
without these documents.
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5. Program of the competition
18

May

Arrival of teams.
The Commission on the admission of the participants.
Testing of the training tower.
The meeting of the team's representatives and the Main Jtry,
the draw
19

May

Climbing on an assault ladder (preliminary races).
Opening ceremony.
Climbing on an assault ladder
Closing ceremony.

-

semi-final races and finals races.

Awarding
20 May
Departure of teams

6. Line-up team and off-set on sports disciplines
Nb
1.

2.

Sports disciplines

Team

Result

Climbing on an assault ladder on
the 4th floor of training tower (men)

5

4

5

4

Climbing on an assault ladder on
the 2"d floor of training tower
(women)

7. Procedure and conditions of defining team and

individual championships

The team championship for the Cup <Friendship> carries out separately among
men and women of the national sports teams. The team championship in the sports
events is determined on the basis of minimum total time. In case of time eqiiality, the
team with the best result of the individual championship of the athletes is in advantage.
The team championship among sports teams of the organizations of the
EMERCOM of the Russian Federation carries out for a small Cup <Friendship> and is
determined by the smallest amount of time of the participants among men and women.
The individual championship in the sports discipline <Climbing on an assault ladden for the prize <Golden assault'ladden among all participants of the national sports
teams is determined separately for men and women.
The individual championship in the sports discipline <Climbing on an assault ladden among men and women of the sports teams of the organizations of
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the EMERCOM of the Russian Federation carries out separately from the national sports
teams.
The semi-finals and finals races are carried out to determine the winner. The results of the semi-finals and finals races in the team ranking are not included.

The semifinal races are formed by the results of preliminary races as follows:
l't semifinal race - 5, l, 4 and 8 results; 2"d semifinal race - 6,2,3 and 7. The final race
is formed by the results of the semifinal races as follows: 3, I,2 and 4.
8. Awarding

The teams, which occupy I", 2no, and 3'd places in the competitions for the Cup
<Friendship> among the men and women's national sports teams, are awarded with cups
and certificates; and participants - with medals and gifts.
The teamr, *hi.h occupy 1", 2'0, and 3'd places in the competitions for a small
Cup <Friendship> among men and women of the sports teams of the otganizations of
Ihe-EMERCOM of the Russian Federation, are awarded with cups and certificates.
The participants, who occupy l"',2n0, and 3'd places in individual championship in
the comp.iitiotrr for the Cup <Friendship> among men and women, are awarded with
medals, certificates and gifts.
The participants, *ho o.".rpy 7",2n0, and 3'd places in individual championship in
the sports discipline <Climbing on an assault ladden among men and women of the
sports teams of the organizations of the EMERCOM of the Russian Federation, are
awarded with medals, certificates and gifts.
The coaches of the men and women's national teams, who occupy lst,2nd, and
3rd places in the competitions for the Cup <Friendship>>, are awarded with medals, certificates and gifts.
9. Participation conditions of the sports delegations and participants of the

competitions
The expenses, related to business trip of the sports delegations, athlete or group of
athletes (travel tickets, accofirmodation, food, daily allowances during travel, salary
preservation, etc.), are to be borne by the countries, orgarizations and institutions
sending the delegation to the competitions.
ih. ."p.nr.r, related to business trip of the sports teams of the organuations of
the EMERCOM of the Russian Federation are the organization's responsibility on
account of own and involved means in accordance with the legislation.
The expenses of the competitions are the organizers' responsibility on account of
the own and involved means in accordance with the legislation.
10. Procedure and timelineS

for submission

'

The preliminary applications for participation in the competition should be directed before May 5, ZOIS, the information about the dates of arrival I deparitte and
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the members of the delegation should be directed before llday 14,2015, to the address
the Central Sports Club of the EMERCOM of the Russian Federation:
llllz3,the Russian Federation, Moscow, Entusiastov Highway, 33;
Tel./Fax: + 7 (495)784-75-22;

of

E-mail: msfps@inbox.ru, anelO 1 @.bk.ru.
The named applications should be directed in day of the Commission for the admission of participants.

The Head of FGI CSC
of the EMERCOM of the Russian F

A.P.Kalinin

